
Mix: if-clauses Types 1-3 
Task 1: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

1. If we move to a suburb, I ____________________________ (go) to work by bus. 

2. If Jack _____________________________ (be) at home yesterday, he __________________________  

(can/watch) the movie. 

3. If we ___________________________ (have) enough time, we ________________________ (visit) our  

friends. However, we have to hurry to get on the train in time. 

4. Wouldn’t it be nice, if he ______________________________ (apologize) for what he has done. 

5. If the flight to China _____________________ (be) cheaper, we ___________________________ (can/  

spend) our holidays there, but the tickets aren’t affordable for us. 

6. ___________________________ (you, go) on holiday for a year if you won a million dollars? 

7. Michaela ________________________ (go) to Lien´s party  this evening if she _____________________ 

_____________ (have) a nice dress.  But she hasn´t got one 

8. If Jennifer ___________________ (hurry) yesterday, she _________________________ (catch) the bus. 

9. Kathy ________________________ (talk) to her boyfriend this evening, if he ___________________ (be)  

late. 

 

Task 2: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets.  

If we _______________________________ (be) in England last year, we ___________________________ 

(can/see) many sights. We ____________________________ (experience) a great adventure, if 

__________________________________ (go) there to explore the city on our own.  London is our teacher’s 

favourite city so he ___________________________ (be) very happy today, if we 

______________________ (can/tell) him something. However, we didn’t go as we didn’t get a cheap plane 

ticket. Well, my parents think that if we ________________________ (look) on the internet now for cheap 

tickets, we __________________________ (can/fly) to London this summer. Unfortunately, I 

___________________________ (like) to go on a plane more, if I __________________ (not, be) so afraid 

of flying and heights, but I can’t sleep when I think of sitting in a cramped airplane. Next week, we 

_________________________ (go) with our teacher on an excursion to the airport, if he 

______________________ (organize) a bus for the class. The trip ______________________ (be) a great 

adventure last year, if it __________________________ (not, rain) so much.  

 



Mix: if-clauses Types 1-3 
Task 1: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

1. If we move to a suburb, I ___will go_______________ (go) to work by bus. 

2. If Jack ______had been______________ (be) at home yesterday, he ___could have watched________  

(can/watch) the movie. 

3. If we __________had_______ (have) enough time, we ______would visit___________ (visit) our  

friends. However, we have to hurry to get on the train in time. 

4. Wouldn’t it be nice, if he _______apologized___________ (apologize) for what he has done. 

5. If the flight to China _____were_________ (be) cheaper, we ________could spend_________ (can/  

spend) our holidays there, but the tickets aren’t affordable for us. 

6. ____Would you go________ (you, go) on holiday for a year if you won a million dollars? 

7. Michaela ___would go___________ (go) to Lien´s party  this evening if she ___had___________________ 

(have) a nice dress.  But she hasn´t got one 

8. If Jennifer _____had hurried_______ (hurry) yesterday, she __would have caught_ (catch) the bus. 

9. Kathy _____will talk____________ (talk) to her boyfriend this evening, if he ___isn’t_______ (be)  

late. 

 

Task 2: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets.  

If we _______had been___________ (be) in England last year, we _could have seen____________ (can/see) 

many sights. We _________had experienced__________ (experience) a great adventure, if ______had 

gone________________ (go) there to explore the city on our own.  London is our teacher’s favourite city 

so he ______would be______________ (be) very happy today, if we ___could tell________ (can/tell) him 

something. However, we didn’t go as we didn’t get a cheap plane ticket. Well, my parents think that if we 

_____look____________ (look) on the internet now for cheap tickets, we ___can fly_____________ 

(can/fly) to London this summer. Unfortunately, I ____would like__________ (like) to go on a plane more, 

if I _____didn’t have________ (not, be) so afraid of flying and heights, but I can’t sleep when I think of sitting 

in a cramped airplane. Next week, we ___will go_______________ (go) with our teacher on an excursion 

to the airport, if he ____organizes________ (organize) a bus for the class. The trip ____would have 

been________ (be) a great adventure last year, if it ____hadn’t rained_________ (not, rain) so much.  

 

 


